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December 31, 2012 
 
Julian Morse 
Regulatory Officer 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 
7th Floor-4910 50th Avenue, 
Yellowknife, NT 
X1A 2P6 
 
Dear Mr. Morse: 
 
Re:  Prairie Creek Mine –MV2008L2-002, MV2008D0014, MV2008T0012 

Response to AANDC December 10 Reply, IR3 
 
On December 10, 2012 AANDC provided you with replies to three Information Requests. The 
subject of IR3 was the 100% backfill of paste tailings. AANDC’s reply included two memos 
from Brodie Consulting dated December 7, 2012. The text below responds to the comments in 
these memos. 
 
In the Brodie memos, three questions were posed. Answers to these and other items are as 
follows: 
 
What is the available void space in the mine and what is the expected volume of flotation tailings 
that must be managed? 
 
The available void space in the mine will be 1,799,720m3. The amount of flotation tailings 
needed to be placed underground as paste will be 2,506,200 t, along with 483,000 t of DMS float 
rock (see CZN’s August 22, 2011 memorandum. Note, we do not refer to DMS as tailings, and 
we recommend others refrain from doing so since it is confusing for other reviewers).The 
combined tonnage is estimated to require 1,645,600 m3 of void space (see Aug 22 memo Table 
2: Expected Scenario). The main difference between the current numbers and those from the 
DAR is the ratio of DMS required. The DAR estimated a ratio of 1:3 DMS:tailings. The current 
scenario employs a DMS:tailings ratio of approximately 1:5. The higher ratio is because mine 
operations will use 1.5 m thick running surfaces employing 50% DMS, 50% flotation tailings 
paste for every 5 m lift. The remainder of the fill would be comprised of 6” slump tailings-only 
paste and 10” slump tailings-only paste in roughly equal proportions. 
 
Paste deposited within development will be deposited at 10” slump as tailings-only to ease the 
difficulty in tight filling. This paste will be deposited progressively during the mine life into 
cross cuts and development headings when stopes have been mined out and access is no longer 
required (progressively through the life of mine). 
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The total tailings expected to be placed in stopes is 2,344,100 t. The total tailings expected to be 
deposited in development void is 162,100 t. At mine closure, the remaining void will be filled 
with the up to 50,000 t of tailings stored in the Water Storage Pond (WSP), and as much DMS as 
possible.  

 
What is the expected density of the tailings to be placed underground? 

 
The overall expected dry density of paste to be placed underground, based upon the need for a 
1.5 m running surface for every 5 m lift in a cut and fill operation, is 1.88 t/m3, including DMS. 
The tailings-only component of the overall paste disposed in operating stopes will have a dry 
density of 1.52 t/m3. The unconsolidated dry density of the paste disposed in development voids 
will be 1.65 t/m3. The paste placed in development voids is expected to be comprised primarily 
of 10” slump tailings-only to pursue a tight filling strategy. 
 
At what point in the mine life will there be void space which can be filled? 
 
Development and production void space currently exists within the mine from mining conducted 
in the early 1980’s. Some of the production void space will be backfilled in the early stages of 
the mining operation as well as some of the development areas that have no use in the current 
mine plan. The backfilling operation will begin in the mine after approximately 1.5 months of 
operating the mill. We have conservatively provided for the temporary storage of up to 5 months 
of tailings production in the WSP. 
 
Factors 1&2 
 
The actual placed paste dry density in production stopes is closer to 1.88 t/m3, as evidenced in 
the following chart: 
 

 Dry Density after 
consolidation 

% of placed paste 
(by volume) 

6” slump tailings-only 1.79 35% 
10” slump tailings-only 1.71 35% 
50:50 DMS:tailings (by mass) 
@ 6” slump 2.12 30% 
Total 1.88 100% 

 
Factor 3 
 
The 98% factor for stopes is actually too low for production areas in mining scenarios moving 
up-dip.  All mining of the vein at Prairie Creek will be done up-dip via cut and fill or modified 
long-hole operations. A more appropriate factor would be closer to 100% because in these 
scenarios, voids below drift access would not be possible. If there are is any space left from one 
fill, it will act as a free face for blasting (slot) and will be filled during the following fill. Tight 
filling will only be difficult at the top of stopes. In these locations, different methods of 
placement will be used to ensure maximum fill. The photo below illustrates a typical tight fill 
using paste. CZN agrees that it is difficult to achieve tight-filling with hydraulic fill methods. 
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Factor 4 
 
It is true that operational issues will arise that could result in a lower density of paste backfill. 
However, the proposed plant will have capabilities of reducing slump further (thicker) from what 
has been planned. Slump can be adjusted to ensure tailings are being placed at sufficient 
densities, or even higher densities.  
 
Factors 5-7 
 
CZN will commit to not using hydraulic fill, not increasing DMS within the paste significantly 
beyond that planned, and not placing development waste in stopes. 
 
Tailings Management Plan, Section 3.2.1 – Temporary Storage 
 
The mine is expected to produce approximately 650 tonnes of tailings per day. CZN will have 
capacity for 500 tonnes of storage within the paste plant itself, with additional underground 
storage areas available for temporary surge other than mined-out stopes. 
 
Tailings Management Plan, Section 3.2.2 – Permanent Storage 
 
Only specific development drifts can be filled during operations. No ventilation raises will be 
filled, nor will any avenues for egress be filled. Filling of development during operations will be 
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limited to access drifts/ramps, cross-cuts and ore passes that are of no use after their specific 
stopes have been mined out.  
 
Tailings Management Plan, Section 3.3 – Closure Period 
 
Operations will be conducted with care to ensure the integrity of the liner remains intact during 
closure. However, liner integrity is not essential for water management during closure because 
the pond will be largely empty and the primary clay liner will still be intact. 
 
Tailings Management Plan, Section 4.4 – Approaches to Maximize Backfilling 
 
Bulkheads have been proposed in key locations of development headings to ensure there is no 
significant groundwater transmission via these structures to the portals. Bulkhead locations will 
be chosen where fracturing in wallrock is not significant, likely where the rock is less competent 
and fractures would not remain open. Therefore, significant groundwater flow in fractures 
around development headings is not expected. Grouting is not considered to be necessary. 
 
Tailings Management Plan, Figure 2 
 
As indicated by Figure 2, the high slump material will not be required to flow evenly over lateral 
distances of 100m. There will be various boreholes drilled within the stope that will allow for 
paste deposition from a much closer spacing of no more than 10m. This will allow for running 
surface paste to be dispersed along the entire upper part of each lift. 
 
The change to along-hole mining method will reduce the need for tight filling at each cut. For 
this method, only the last top sill will need tobe tight filled. This will be below the upper-most 
horizon, and is a typical operating scenario employed in nearly all mines using paste fill (over 60 
globally). 
 
Other Factors of Influence 
 
Consolidation of paste, whether high-slump (more watery) or low slump (thick) will result in an 
increased final placed dry density. Current projections are based on a 4% expected consolidation, 
which is considered to be conservative. 
 
In terms of paste placement, standard cut and fill mining represents a conservative case. Each 5 
m cut and fill is assumed to include a 1.5m floor of blended DMS and paste tailings. An 
increased cut thickness, reduced floor thickness or modifying the mining method to open stoping 
are all possibilities and would all result in less DMS being placed routinely as stope fill. Long-
hole stoping would reduce the number of floors required per lift. 
 
The table below provides a relative comparison of how much tailings could be placed in a stope 
based on longhole and cut and fill mining: 
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Stope height (m) Floor thickness (m) 
Longhole Cut and Fill 

Cut 1 5 1 1.5 1.5 
Cut 2 5 0 0 1.5 
Cut 3 5 0 0 1.5 
Cut 4 5 0 0 1.5 
Totals 20 1 1.5 6 
50% Tailings equivalent 0.5 0.75 3 
% DMS in stope 3% 4% 15% 
Vertical metres tailings/stope 19.5 19.3 17 
% tailings per stope 98% 96% 85% 

 
In summary, we do not consider our paste disposal plans to be based on ideal or optimistic 
conditions, rather we believe they are conservative, and our conclusion has not changed that 
there will be excess underground void available after complete backfilling of flotation tailings 
after mine closure. No flotation tailings will remain on surface. Further, our conclusion will not 
change with the mining of additional reserves since this will require additional development 
headings, and the mining of each stope will produce a net void after backfill of the resulting 
paste. 
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Yours truly, 

 
David P. Harpley, P. Geo. 
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs 
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Rhonda Miller

From: Julian Morse <jmorse@mvlwb.com>
Sent: January-08-13 4:36 PM
To: 'Rhonda Miller'
Subject: FW: AANDC Response to MVLWB IRs
Attachments: Letter to MVLWB re AANDC Dec 10 IR Reply Dec 31 2012.pdf

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Julian Morse [mailto:jmorse@mvlwb.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:32 PM 
To: 'Permits' 
Subject: FW: AANDC Response to MVLWB IRs 
 
Please post to MV2008D0014 MV2008T0012 MV2008L2‐0002 under Public Hearing.  
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: David Harpley [mailto:david@canadianzinc.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 31, 2012 6:43 PM 
To: jmorse@mvlwb.com 
Cc: Nathen Richea; Paul Green; alan@canadianzinc.com 
Subject: Re: AANDC Response to MVLWB IRs 
 
Julian, 
 
Please find a letter from CZN attached. 
 
‐‐  
 
David Harpley 
VP Environment & Permitting Affairs 
Tel. 604 594 3855 (home office) 604 688 2001 (office) 
 


